
Lesson Plan*

LESSON TITLE: 

SUMMARY:

GRADE BAND: TIME REQUIRED:

3-5 High School

Materials List (i.e., string, digital diary, raspberry pi, web link, drone):

Describe any Previous Knowledge that may be Required:

K-2 6-8 minutes

LESSON LEARNING OUTCOMES:  Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to: 
Outcome Examples

How will you facilitate the learning?
- Describe the Warm-up Activity:



Mapping to Cyber Security First Principles:

Domain Separation Abstraction  

- Describe the Focused Activity:

- Describe the Teacher Instruction:

Process Isolation

Resource Encapsulation

Modularity

Least Privilege

Data Hiding

Layering

Simplicity

Minimization



Describe any Extension Activities (i.e., ideas for further work):

Acknowledgements:

Accommodations: (Examples may include closed captioning for hearing impaired students; 
accommodations for students with disabilities.)

Assessment of Learning:
 TYPE (Examples listed below) NAME/DESCRIPTION

*The GenCyber website may contain links to external websites that are not government-owned or government-sponsored provided as a
convenience to our users.  The National Security Agency does not exercise any editorial control over the information found at these locations.
The hyperlinks are provided for general informational purposes only and the National Security Agency neither controls nor guarantees the
accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of any information contained in non-government website links.  The National Security Agency
neither endorses nor guarantees in any way the external organizations, services, advice, or products included in these non-government website
links.  All links are provided consistent with the mission of this website.
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	Lesson Title: Robot Programming II Security Module Using KOOV
	Summary: This module presents an easy-to-understand introduction to fundamentals of robotic programming and security. The participants will be introduced to learn to code with KOOV! KOOV is a new and exciting way to introduce robotics and coding to students with a hands on experience. It is also an excellent application for illustrating cybersecurity collaboration and problem solving skills to students. The larger classrooms  of 35 students can be put into teams of three to five students with assignments of specific roles for each student on the team.
	K-2: Off
	3-5: Off
	6-8: Off
	High School: Yes
	Minutes: 240
	Facilitate The Learning: None
	Domain Separation: Yes
	Process Isolation: Off
	Resource: Yes
	Modularity: Yes
	Least Privilege: Off
	Abstraction: Yes
	Data Hiding: Yes
	Layering: Off
	Conceptually: Off
	Minimization: Off
	Materials List: KOOV Starter kitBluetooth enabled computerWindows environmentIOS ComputeriPad applicationInternet connection
	Lesson Outcome: 1.    Demonstrate substantial understanding of the cybersecurity First Principles. Numbers one, six, seven and eight2.    Explore the use of basic operating systems commands on different platforms. All robot OS can be compromised to alter what they were originally intended for in KOOV.3.    Explain different types of attacks on computing systems. Robots can be attacked both physically and through cyber via KOOV programming4.    Experiment with basic tools and techniques used to attack and/or defend systems. Firewalls on robots defend them from vulnerabilities that can be introduced through programming5.    Realize the importance of password and username management and apply effective approaches to increase their security. iPAD and Windows both control KOOV robots so their passwords can be compromised6.    Understand the basics of computer programming and experiment with simple programs. Computer programming runs robots and can change them through the Bluetooth interface7.    Realize the importance of secure coding and apply effective techniques to improve security. If trap doors or backdoors left in code than can be used maliciously in KOOV8.    Engage in scenario-based learning that allows them to make educated decisions and take deliberate action online to prevent things from going wrong in the first place. Use original and inverse programming modules on Koov robots to show wrong and right code applications9.    Uncover their own digital footprint and learn how to give them an “online make-over.” See what other embedded robot programs such a C and Java are available and what else these robots can be programmed to do10.    Exemplify the ability to identify the authenticity and credibility of access requests. Program robots to play games and become part of the IoT.11.    Develop skills needed to defeat various mal- and social engineering attacks. Try to run robot without my phone. Will it work on theirs if download the app and program it to act in a contrary manner?12.    Apply the knowledge gained in solving real-world, scenario-based problems. Interactive physical security with robots such as building a new application. Link Observations to Engineering: Show students a photo of an airplane. Ask students how they think scientists came up with the idea for the design of an airplane. (It has wings like a bird.) Explain to students that engineers are scientists who design new devices or objects in order to solve problems. Explain that engineers often look to organisms in nature for ideas about how to design new inventions. Instruct students to consider the features of the animals included in your classroom discussion. Brainstorm ways their characteristics could be useful in engineering design. (For example, the characteristics of a shark’s skin may help make objects that move faster through the water; ocean-exploring robots may be designed with bodies that move easily through the water.)13.    Realize the important role humans play in the digital world and understand how to minimize accidental and intentional human errors.Robots are not charged or app is not available or computer is not Bluetooth enabled or the KOOV application is not available.
	Bloom Taxonomy: Design/BuildTest/DefendCompare/ContrastApply/UseExplain/DiscussIdentify/Describe
	Acknowledgements: Four questions to be used in the Pre/Post assessment survey.1. The artificial intelligence of the robot has gone “out of control” and the Bluetooth “brain” is not controlling the KOOV.  The robot needs to be reprogrammed and it is experiencing which cybersecurity first principle?(A) Domain separation, (B) Process isolation, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hiding2. The KOOV feature a type of software design technique that emphasizes separating the functionality of a program into independent, interchangeable modules.(A) Domain separation, (B) Modularity, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hiding3. The KOOV robots are designed so that they prevent the  programmer from having complete access to data structures. The programmed robot is said to have demonstrated which cybersecurity first principle?(A) Domain separation, (B) Process isolation, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hiding.4. The KOOV programming represent the essential details of the model robots, without clutter of extraneous data or information. This is in keeping with which cybersecurity first principle?(A) Domain separation, (B) Process isolation, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hidin
	Extension Activities: This component of the module is designed to use a variety of formative assessment strategies in order to ensure that the students has acceptably achieved the Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) of the module. Examples of the proposed techniques are use of discussion, questioning, peer-assessment, and constructive quizzes. For example, a carefully chosen set of questions on the covered topics can form a quiz given at the end of this module. After the students finish the quiz, all quiz questions will be reviewed and proper answers will be identified. This positively contribute to productive discussions in the classroom and increase the chances of students achieving higher degrees of learning.
	Accommodations: The contents the module will be adapted to better fit the level of each of the proposed three groups. For the teachers group, topics covered will stress how the AI security concepts and techniques can be integrated into the K-12 curriculum in addition to covering advanced concepts such as robotic co-existence with the human world. The contents will also advance in the level of detail when being presented to the Middle school group compared to when being presented to the High school students.
	Previous Knowledge: - Describe the Warm-up Activity/Focused Activity/Closure and/or Reflection - Decribe the Teacher Instruction
	Focused Activity: 1. Make Observations: Show students imagesof several different types of animals, such as analligator, a shark, a crab, and a bat. For each animal,ask students to describe the animal’s features andtheir function. How do these features help theanimal survive? Prompt students to consider howthe animal moves, how it eats, features that keep itwarm, etc. (For example, an alligator has four legs towalk on land and a tail that moves to help it swimand balance on land; a crab has 10 legs, eight thathelp keep it stable on the seafloor in moving waterand two that are used to grasp things; a shark hassleek skin, strong jaws, and fins that help it movethrough the water; a bat has wings to fly; etc.)2. Link Observations to Engineering: Show studentsa photo of an airplane. Ask students how they thinkscientists came up with the idea for the design of anairplane. (It has wings like a bird.) Explain to studentsthat engineers are scientists who design new devicesor objects in order to solve problems. Explain thatengineers often look to organisms in nature for ideasabout how to design new inventions. Instruct studentsto consider the features of the animals included inyour classroom discussion. Brainstorm ways theircharacteristics could be useful in engineering design.(For example, the characteristics of a shark’s skin mayhelp make objects that move faster through the water;ocean-exploring robots may be designed with bodiesthat move easily through the water.)3. Design a Nature-Inspired Solution: Hand out the“Create an Animal Robot” student worksheet
	Teacher Instruction: OBJECTIVE: Students will gain an understandingof what algorithms are, and how they are translated into coding to drive the actions of computers and computer-controlled objects.TIME: 30 minutes (60 minutes with lesson extension)MATERIALS: Pencils or pens, “Step-by-Step” student worksheetLESSON PLAN1. Pre-Activity Discussion: What Is Coding?Ask students to describe some of the actions that we use computers to do. (For example, send emails, play video games, perform calculations, etc.) Ask students how they think the computer performs these complicated tasks. (Students may say that there are computer programs that give computers instructions about what actions to take.) Explain to students that computer programmers rely on algorithms to direct the actions of a computer or a computer-controlled device like a robot. An algorithm is a set of steps that can be followed from start to finish to complete a task. In an algorithm, a complicated action is broken into many small steps. Explain that computer programmers write algorithms for each task a computer needs to do. Then they translate the algorithms into a language that a computer can read and follow. This language is called computer code.2. Conduct the Activity: Hand out the “Step-by-Step” student worksheet. In the exercise, students will follow an algorithm to draw an image and then write a code for the algorithm. When everyone has finished, discuss what they learned. Why was it important that each step was very simple? How might you make the code shorter? (For example, a codemay include instructions to repeat a small segmentof the steps.) Explain that computer programmersuse loops to shorten the codes that they write. A loop is a group of actions that is repeated a given numberof times. For example, take the following code:i• i• i• i• i• i• i• i• i• i• i• i•This code can be shortened to Repeat 12 times: i•
	Type: Quiz/TestPresentationProjectWriting AssignmentObservationWalk AroundOral QuestioningOther
	Name/Description: Four questions to be used in the Pre/Post assessment survey.1. The artificial intelligence of the robot has gone “out of control” and the Bluetooth “brain” is not controlling the KOOV.  The robot needs to be reprogrammed and it is experiencing which cybersecurity first principle?(A) Domain separation, (B) Process isolation, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hiding2. The KOOV feature a type of software design technique that emphasizes separating the functionality of a program into independent, interchangeable modules.(A) Domain separation, (B) Modularity, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hiding3. The KOOV robots are designed so that they prevent the  programmer from having complete access to data structures. The programmed robot is said to have demonstrated which cybersecurity first principle?(A) Domain separation, (B) Process isolation, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hiding.4. The KOOV programming represent the essential details of the model robots, without clutter of extraneous data or information. This is in keeping with which cybersecurity first principle?(A) Domain separation, (B) Process isolation, (C) Resource encapsulation, (D) Abstraction (E) Information hiding.


